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The in� uence of a bulk twist on the surface memorization in the
liquid crystal HOBA

M. PETROV and L. TSONEV*

Institute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee blvd., 1784 So� a, Bulgaria

(Received 24 October 2001; in � nal form 27 December 2001; accepted 9 January 2002 )

The surface-induced memorization of a smectic C liquid crystal texture in the temperature
range of the nematic phase of 4-n-heptyloxybenzoic acid oriented by obliquely evaporated
SiO on ITO was removed by imposing a bulk twist (Prevention of surface memorization was
not observed when we used a simple ITO coating as the orienting surface.) A twist angle
value (Vc # 70 ß ) above which the surface memorization is prevented was found. Using
microtextural polarization analysis of the smectic C texture, a qualitative explanation of the
phenomenon is suggested. The conditions for preventing the surface memorization were
deduced in terms of the balance between the surface and bulk torques. These conditions
provide surface anchoring breaking, so removing the surface memory eŒect.

1. Introduction measured in the frame of the ‘rotational diŒusion model’
[9]—where Q was evaluated from the expression forThe surface memory eŒect (SME) is a surface

phenomenon resulting from the complex character of the temperature dependence of the erasure time ter in the
static erasure process ter 5 to exp(Q/kB T ), where kB isthe interface ‘liquid crystal–solid surface’. Two diŒerent

kinds of SME can be investigated: (i) memorization of the Boltzmann constant and to is an extrapolation
constant (2.1 eV [9] for octylcyanobipheny l orientedan oriented nematic (N) texture on � lling a liquid crystal

cell (LCC) in the nematic temperature range due to the by polyimide and 4 eV for 4-n-alkyloxybenzoic acids
oriented by SiO oblique evaporation [3])—is 2–4 times‘� ow alignment eŒect’ [1] and (ii) memorization of a

smectic (A or C type) texture in the temperature range higher than the physical adsorption energy Qads , which
is usually about 1 eV. The diŒerence Q Õ Qads was alsoof the nematic state [2, 3]. In the smectic case, the main

role in the memorization is played by the thermal energy investigated in other phenomena such as induced surface
order polarization [6], double electric layers [6, 7] andof normal physical adsorption which is about 80 kJ molÕ 1.

Therefore the SME mechanism cannot be restricted to mechanical eŒects due to the surface topography [5, 8].
the consideration of a ‘liquid crystal–solid surface’ inter- In correspondence with these ideas, we presented the
face as is usually done in the case of elastic surface total activation energy Q [7] as a sum of diŒerent com-
anchoring described by the surface energy of Rapini ponents: Q 5 Qads 1 Qel 1 Qmech 1 dQ, meaning adsorption
Papoular [4], as well as of the Berreman model [5] of (Qads ), electric (dielectric) (Qel ), mechanical (Qmech 1 dQ )
the elastic adaptation of the LC to the orienting grooved energy, respectively. The component dQ represents
surface. The problem of physical-chemical forces acting mechanical energy connected only with the surface topo-
in the interface domains, such as anisotropic long range graphy [5]. By varying the cell wall coatings and using
van der Waals type forces or short range steric forces is counteractive clearing agents against the memorization
still open. Recently [3, 6–8] we investigated the surface processes (e.g. an external electric � eld [7]) we estimated
memorization of smectic C textures in the nematic tem- the various components of Q.
perature range for some homologues of the 4-n-alkyloxy- In this paper, we want to throw more light on the
benzoic acids, namely n 5 7 (HOBA), n 5 8 (OOBA) and components Qmech 1 dQ in the erasure activation energy.
n 5 9 (NOBA), showing that in these materials the usual It is well known [10] that the surface and the bulk
physical adsorption and the monolayer formed due states of the LC are coupled and modi� ed by various
to this adsorption at the ‘liquid crystal–solid surface’ external in� uences. We found experimentally that in a
interface cannot explain the experimental results. We normal cell � lled with HOBA and with SiO/ITO/glass
have found that the SME erasure activation energy Q walls, which in the untwisted state gives a normal SME,

loses its memorization ability completely after a p/2

twist (bulk twist SME prevention) . We studied the nature*Author for correspondence; e-mail: lyubo@issp.bas.bg
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744 M. Petrov and L. Tsonev

and the value of the twist angle making the memorization cases of ITO/glass and SiO/ITO/glass where spon-
taneous twist does not exist, one can impose purely bulkimpossible, an eŒect which is equivalent to the erasure

of the memorized texure by the thermal factor kB T for twist by strong surface anchoring, so providing SME
prevention [3]. The SME as related to the memorizationexample.

In order to understand the role of the imposed bulk of smectic A or C type textures can really be realized
only in nematics with short range smectic A or C ordertwist on the SME, we recall some macroscopic properties

of the N phase of these 4-n-alkyloxybenzoi c acids which (meaning above SmA or SmC phases) , where cybotactic
groups or quasi-layering exists [3, 4]. In this sense, theinvolve hydrogen-bonded molecules. The nematic phase

of these acids which display both N and SmC phases SME regarded as ‘� ow alignment’ [1] exists only in con-
ventional nematics, but the SME involving memorization(e.g. HOBA in our case) has been investigated by diŒerent

methods such as microtextural polarization analysis, of smectic textures exists only in nematics with short
range smectic order due to cybotactic groups.electro-optic depolarizing Rayleigh light scattering [11],

DSC, impedance [12] and IR spectroscopy [13]; it was Note that in nematics with short range smectic C
order (e.g. 4-n-heptyloxyazoxybenzene , HOAB) a tem-found that in the middle of the nematic temperature

interval a speci� c temperature T * exists below which perature like T * does not exist, due to the absence of
hydrogen bonds in the molecules, and this nematic phasethe macroscopic properties (e.g. texture) sharply change.

Various surface orientations of the N phase were used resembles only the N2 subphase of HOBA. The surface
memorization in this case can be erased only in the[14–17] in order to understand the nature of this

temperature. Up to now it is known that this temperature isotropic phase, while in HOBA the memorization can
be erased also in the N1 subphase (i.e. classical nematicalways exists, but by using suitable boundary con-

ditions (surface coatings) it can be visualized in a very phase) where cybotactic group action is negligible.
pronounced manner [14, 16] (at dielectric coatings:
SiO/glass) or depressed [6] (at conducting coatings: 2. Experimental results
ITO/glass, SiO/ITO/glass). Actually it was found that a There is a signi� cant diŒerence between the bulk
pronounced texture transition can be observed (e.g. for twist and the thermal activity kBT [3] or the electric
HOBA) at SiO/glass cell walls [16], as this transition � eld [7] when used as external in� uences against the
was accompanied by a spontaneous twist at a temper- SME. The twist action is applied before growth of the
ature T Q > T *. In this case we did not observe SME smectic C phase and counteracts the memorization,
[6]. On the contrary, at conducting coatings such as while the thermal activity and electric � elds are applied
ITO/glass, SiO/ITO/glass, one cannot observe a texture in the nematic temperature range after memorization of
transition at T * [6], but a strong SME exists. We have a smectic C texture has occurred. In this sense the bulk
detected that static erasure—by simple annealing— twist prevents memorization, while the thermal activity
of the memorized texture is possible only above T *, and external electric � elds erase existing memorization.
where the nematic behaviour is like that of conventional To study the SME we chose HOBA for which
nematics (e.g. MBBA), meaning that below T * one measurements indicate weaker memorization and thus
cannot erase the memorized texture. The quasi-smectic easier erasure (e.g. by thermal activity or electric � elds),
layer structure due to cybotactic groups [18] below T * showing therefore a higher sensitivity with respect to
was assumed to be responsible for the strong SME [3]. additional in� uences.

By an imposed bulk twist it was found that for the The phase transition temperatures (ß C) of HOBA are:
dielectric coating SiO/glass the temperature T * [14]
and the spontaneous twist temperature T Q > T * [16] Cr ¬M®92 SmC ¬M®98 N ¬M®146 I
shift a few degrees downwards with respect to the case
where a planar homogeneous orientation is obtained We prepared two types of LC cell (LCC) according

to the cell wall coatings used: ITO layers on glass andusing the same dielectric boundary conditions. In the
conducting case, T * and a spontaneous twist are not obliquely evaporated SiO on ITO on glass, since the

SME is realized only in LCC with conductive coatings,observed by texture transition. The spontaneous twist
for dielectric coatings was explained by order electric but not in LCCs with purely dielectric plates [6]. The

cell thickness d was varied between 5 and 250 mm usingpolarization P parallel to the SiO/glass surface (for
details see [16, 17]) or by cybotactic chiralization [19]. Mylar spacers. The SiO layers were obliquely evaporated

at an angle a (between the surface normal and theA spontaneous twist could exist in the frame of
cybotactic groups due to possible chiralization provided evaporation direction) of 60ß and with a layer thickness

d of 45 nm. Under such evaporation conditions [20, 21],by variation of the hydrogen bonds—oligomerization
(see for details [19]), which cannot develop macro- the LC system displays monostable unidirectional align-

ment characterized by a director no perpendicular to thescopically in the conducting case. Thus in the conducting
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745Bulk twist and surface memorization

evaporation plane. The monostable unidirectional align-
ment was a necessary element in the geometry of our
experiment.

In the cells with ITO/glass walls (Q 5 2 eV) at various
thickness values (5–250 mm) and twist angles (0–p/2), we
always observed the SME. Real interest was provoked
by the cells with SiO/ITO/glass walls: the memorization
without twist was normal (Q 5 2.4 eV); at p/2 twist,
however, the surface memory eŒect was totally absent.
Consequently, we expected to � nd a twist value (Qc )
between 0 and p/2 at which prevention of the SME
begins. The physical sense of this point will be discussed.

We prepared our SiO/ITO/glass cells by capillary
Figure 1. Presence or absence of surface memorization in� lling in the isotropic phase. Dealing with twist, we

HOBA as function of the cell twist angle.
ensured that the LC system and the polarized light of
wavelength l were in the Maugin regime, so that the
linearly polarized light follows the nematic director

Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the SME observations
between the front and exit glass plates. We checked the

for HOBA � lled SiO/ITO/glass cells with d 5 20 mm for
twist cell using a microscope with crossed polarizers

V 5 36 ß (� gure 2), 70ß (� gure 3), 71 ß (� gure 4) and 90 ß
(polarizer P and analyser A, P) A). In such a geometry,

(� gure 5). The experimental conditions for taking the
with a p/2 twist, the nematic texture is bright between

photographs in � gures 2 (a)–5 (a) were as follows: trec 5
crossed and black between parallel polarizers. We realized

15 min and Trec 5 96 ß C (in the smectic temperature
the variation of the twist angle between 0 and p/2 in

range) . In � gures 2 (b)–5 (b), the phase transition front is
two ways.

shown crossing the cell at the transition temperature
TSmC � N 5 98 ß C. The photographs in � gures 2 (c)–5 (c)(1) The cell plates were � rst mutually rotated until

their ‘easy’ axes made the desired angle V; then were taken at 112 ß C, i.e. above the transition temper-
ature, in the nematic phase, without retardation, i.e.the cell was heated up above TN-I and � lled up

with the liquid crystal substance by capillary ter 5 0. We chose this temperature (112 ß C) to be a few
degrees below T *

HOBA equal to 117 ß C in the planarforces.
(2) The cell with parallel oriented ‘easy’ axes of the orientation (see [3]) and 114.5ß C at V 5 p/2 in the

interval of the N2 phase. Therefore the thermal erasureplates was � lled with the liquid crystal substance in
the isotropic phase and then the upper plate was action was avoided (see [3]) and only twist action was

demonstrated. Full SME prevention is demonstrated inrotated with respect to the lower plate (keeping
the chosen gap constant ) until their ‘easy’ axes � gure 4 (c) for a twist angle only one degree above the

critical value. The twist angle was measured with anmade the desired angle.
accuracy of Ô 1ß .

Each eventual correction of the angle V in one and the
Next we carried out a similar investigation on the

same LCC was made only in the isotropic phase of
critical twist as a function of the cell thickness. The con-

the substance studied.
clusion obtained was that Vc # const (d ) in the interval

Using various twisted cells with V between 0 and p/2
5 < d < 250 mm. This fact indicates that actually the

we looked for the evolution of recording and erasure of
bulk action dominates over the surface in the studied

the smectic C texture in the nematic temperature range
phenomena. We measured also the erasure activation

for HOBA in SiO/ITO/glass cells. The polarization micro-
energy Q and the memory strength t at diŒerent twists.

textural analysis showed that in the region 0 < V < 69 ß
The result is:

the SME is present with a de� nite strength t Þ 0 where
t 5 ter /trec and trec and ter are, respectively, the recording Q 5 const(V) 5 2.4 eV

andand erasure times for a given texture [3]. In the region
71 ß < V < 90ß there is no memorized smectic C texture.

t 5 const(V)% 1 (very weak SME) for 0 ß < V < 70 ß .
Exactly at V 5 70 ß , the memorized smectic texture trans-
formed, after the phase transition, into a nematic texture, Finally, let us stress that twist never prevents the

surface memory eŒect for HOBA in ITO/glass cells.typical for the chosen geometry, with very weak contrast
which was erased immediately, implying almost zero Therefore the role of the obliquely evaporated SiO is

very important for depressing the process of surfacestrength, t# 0. Therefore we consider Vc 5 70ß as the
twist preventing the SME (� gure 1). memorization.
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746 M. Petrov and L. Tsonev

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Same as � gure 2, but for V 5 70ß .Figure 2. Surface memorization status in an HOBA cell with
SiO/ITO coated walls for twist angle V 5 36ß . (a) Smectic
phase; (b) transition smectic � nematic state; (c) nematic
phase.
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747Bulk twist and surface memorization

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Same as � gure 2, but for V 5 90ß .Figure 4. Same as � gure 2, but for V 5 71 ß .
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748 M. Petrov and L. Tsonev

3. Discussion
3.1. Preliminary remarks

Before starting the discussion we should recall one

important fact [6]. The SME for HOBA was observed
in cells with conducting wall coatings (ITO/glass or

SiO/ITO/glass), but never in cells with dielectric walls

(clean glass or SiO/glass) . Using the term ‘conducting’,
however, we must be more precise due to the diŒerence

in conductivity values for ITO/glass and SiO/ITO/glass

systems. For the speci� c conductivity, measurements give:
r(ITO) : r(SiO/ITO) : r(SiO/glass) 5 10 : 103 : 10a, where

a > 8. Therefore the SiO/ITO/glass system (deposition

angle a 5 60 ß , layer thickness d 5 45 nm for SiO) represents
more a conductive than a dielectric case. In the present

experiments using conducting coating ITO/glass, we

found that the SME can never be prevented or removed
by twist action. For a dielectric case (pure glass or

SiO/glass) memorization fails in principle [6], without Figure 6. Scheme of the oblique SiO deposition. e, a, m—
direction, angle and plane of evaporation, respectively.any connection with cell twisting. Using the quantitative
n, h, Q—‘easy’ direction, polar and azimuthal angle of theresults for this dielectric orienting surface case, an
liquid crystal molecules, respectively.

explanation for the absence of SME was presented in

[6]. In the dielectric SiO/glass case, a spontaneous twist
orientation of the molecules in the direction perpen-can be realized in nematic state above T * (see § 1). This
dicular to the evaporation plane, polar angle h 5 p/2,twist is related to the coupling between the surface
azimuthal angle Q 5 p/2; (ii ) for 60ß < a < 75 ß —bistable(probably order) polarization Po and associated hori-
orientation, two easy axes n ¾ , n ² are generated for mini-

zontal depolarizing � eld E, since the twist disappears in
mization of the surface energy with angles Q, Õ Q, h;

the presence of conducting ITO or SiO/ITO coatings
(iii ) a > 75 ß —the monostable uniform orientation of n is

[16, 17]. Thus the surface order polarization in the
tilted but lying in the evaporation plane m, i.e. Q 5 0,

dielectric case provides spontaneous surface twist and
h Þ 0. Certainly each of these three evaporation geometry

depresses the SME. We did not observe spontaneous
conditions will have diŒerent eŒects in the prevention

surface twist in ITO/glass and SiO/ITO/glass cases.
or enhancement of the SME, but we consider here only

SME prevention by imposed twist was observed only
the � rst case (a 5 60 ß ).

in the SiO/ITO/glass case, but not in the ITO/glass case.
We always prepared our samples at V 5 0 in a sym-

Consequently, the imposed bulk counteraction (twist) metrical way (� gure 7) so that the evaporation directions
created by the elastic bulk eŒect modi� es the memorizing

property of the surface (SiO/ITO/glass system), pre-

venting in such a way the SME over some imposed twist

angle Vc .
Let us now discuss the mechanism of the SME

weakening when the SiO layer obliquely evaporated on

the typical conducting ITO layer is attacked by a bulk

twist. One has to be very careful to exclude other SME

depressing bulk factors from the experimental con-

ditions. We shall recall here the mechanical and anchoring

abilities of a SiO layer obliquely evaporated on ITO/
glass (SiO/ITO/glass case), comparing them with the

ITO/glass case, keeping other experimental conditions

identical. The experimental geometry of a SiO/ITO/glass

plate is presented in � gure 6.

It is well known [20, 21] that for a � xed thickness d

of the SiO layer (usually between 20 and 50 nm) variation

of the evaporation angle a gives rise to three basic Figure 7. Scheme of the untwisted cell, i.e. for V 5 0ß ;
d 5 cell thickness.LCC orientations: (i) for a < 60 ß —monostable uniform
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749Bulk twist and surface memorization

of the two cell walls are mutually parallel. With the
symmetric LCC preparation we avoided (although we
know that n is not tilted, h 5 p/2) any complex elastic
deformation—combination of bend, twist and splay. In
this manner of preparation we expected the imposed
twist 0 < V < p/2 by rotation of one of the plates
(the upper one) with respect to the � xed position of the
other to be pure twist. In our case for h 5 p/2 (meaning
that n lies close to the plate surface) this requirement
is easily ful� lled. Therefore by the parameters a and d
of the evaporation process, the initial values of the
polar coordinates Qo and ho of the director no are � xed.
Each external excitation (mechanical, electric, magnetic)
obviously deviates the no position to the state which
minimizes the surface energy, thus inducing a new director
position ns with new angular coordinates h Þ ho , Q Þ Qo .

One very important detail in the orienting role of the
SiO evaporated layer is its microstructure, providing the
anisotropy of the surface. By analogy with other cases
of oblique evaporation of diŒerent materials on various
substrates [22, 23] and using the electron diŒraction
method (scanning electron microscopy) it has been

demonstrated [24] that the evaporated SiO layer has
grown as an aggregate of microcolumns tilted in the
evaporation plane (tilt angle ac ). For the evaporation
at a < 60 ß , it was indicated that the microcolumnar
structure is � ner and a clustering of columns perpen-
dicular to evaporation plane (direction x) is observed.
The columnar angle ac can be considered to be more
or less independent of a and has a value of 22 Ô 4 ß .
Therefore two diŒerent structural properties are present
in obliquely evaporated SiO layers: one kind of aniso-
tropy is due to the columnar growth in the zy plane and
the second kind is due to the clustering of columns
perpendicular to this plane (i.e. in the x direction), which

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Scheme of the twisted cell for V 5 90ß ; (a) and (b)—is our case.
two possible rotation directions.

3.2. Interpretation n (for twist deformation) . It is seen that with torques
In order to indicate some fundamental properties of with opposite directions eventually created from the upper

the twist, we present in � gure 8 the case V 5 p/2. x and and lower plates, the con� guration of the molecules in
y are easy directions of n (no ) which are perpendicular the middle region will be such that n will make an angle
to the evaporation planes zy and zx, respectively. A Ô p/4 with the easy directions x, y.
possible scheme showing the molecular positions in this For the case (V 5 p/2) the smectic layer at the surface
case of a twisted liquid crystal is presented in the � gure. grows vertically or obliquely to the boundary. It follows
From investigations using crossed and parallel polarizers, from known fact [25] that the twist texture with the
it follows that at strong anchoring the molecules in layer parallel to the substrate (xOy plane) is not favour-
contact with the upper and lower cell walls are oriented able since the twist is a deformation which requires less
in the x and y easy directions. The twist deformation energy (K22 V2 /d ) with respect to the splay and bend
begins at the plate surface and penetrates the volume. distortion energy (K22 < K11 <K33 ). Thus parallel to the
We are interested in the molecular position in the middle surface, layer orientation can be realized without local
of the LCC. Some of the possible molecular positions distortion of the uniform molecule orientation, which is
are presented in � gures 8 (a) and 8 (b). They are connected not our case. It is seen from the photographs in � gures

2 (a)–5 (a) that the elongated, single local monodomainswith the direction of the applied torques with respect to
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750 M. Petrov and L. Tsonev

(SLM) formed are separated by p inversion walls and
their long axes are oriented in diŒerent directions with
respect to the ‘easy’ axes.

With SmC growing in the presence of bulk twist
excitation, the orientation of the long axes of the SLM
and the surface defects (p-inversion walls) re� ect the
growth of the smectic layers on cooling.

When the bulk twist, that is K22 /d (V2 ), increases, the
disorder of the surface orientation of the SLM grows.
In � gure 5 (a) (V 5 p/2) the SLMs are disordered with
respect to the case when n ; no and V 5 0. In the last
case the surface dominates and the SLMs are oriented
in such way that n follows the ‘easy’ direction () to the
evaporation plane) and the layers are vertical to the xy
surface and make some angle with the ‘easy’ direction
(usually the angle is equal to p/4 which is temperature
independent of the tilt of n for this substance with
respect to the smectic C layer) (see � gures 9 and 10).
Thus at V 5 36 ß and V < 70ß , as well as at V 5 0, the
SLM are oriented nearly at Ô p/4 with respect to
the ‘easy’ direction, which is the direction of the smectic Figure 10. Scheme of local monodomains below the critical
layers. In � gure 10 the SLM are presented as elongated twist angle V < Vc . s ¾ , s ² —layer directions; I¾ , I² —long

axes; no—‘easy’ direction, ns—surface director.ellipses with long axes ( l ) which coincide with the
orientation of the molecular layers s forming the SLM.

The above analysis can be illustrated by the photo- The evolution of the SmC texture with increasing
twist deformation V demonstrates that at V 5 70 ß , 71 ßgraphs in � gures 2 (a)–5 (a). As seen in � gure 2 (a) where

the twist is weak (V 5 36ß ) and more closely to the case and p/2 (� gures 3 (a), 4 (a) and 5 (a), respectively) , the
orientation of the long axes of the SLM is ) or d to theV 5 0 (� gure 9) where the ‘easy’ axes of the upper and

the lower plates are parallel, the long axes of the SLM no direction (see � gure 11). This implies that starting
with V 5 70 ß , the bulk dominates over the surface andmake the angle Ô p/4 with the two ‘easy’ axes.
the texture (meaning coordination of n with the layer
orientation s) is independent of the surface anchoring
and especially of its azimuthal component fs (Q). In this
case the bulk torque dominates over the surface torque.
On the contrary for 0 < V < 36ß , the magnitude of the
bulk twist is not high enough and the surface azimuthal
anchoring dominates, thus orienting the SLM according
to the surface conditions expressed by the easy axis and
the elastic anchoring strength. That is why Vc 5 71 ß is
the twist value at which the bulk twist torque is su� cient
to surpass the surface torque.

Let us analyse the phenomenon on the basis of the
surface anisotropy and the corresponding balance of
surface and bulk forces. Two possible alignment forces
act here simultaneously—a physical–chemical one due
to van der Waals forces, and the topographical elastic
adjustment, providing both the anisotropy and the
orienting properties of the surface; consequently two
mechanisms for creating the anisotropy of the SiO
surface exist.

The � rst (physical–chemical ) mechanism is expressed
in the adsorption of the liquid crystal molecules of the
alkyloxybenzoic acid (characterized by dimer ring andFigure 9. Same as � gure 2, but for V 5 0ß ; memorized texture

in the smectic phase. H bonds) directly on the SiO surface, thus forming
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751Bulk twist and surface memorization

may arrange themselves with their axes aligned in a
common direction determined by the topographic aniso-

tropy of the SiO surface as it occurs in the bulk. For the

physical–chemical mechanism it is important also that,
besides the adsorption of the benzene rings—centres (1)

in � gure 12—by the SiO with speci� c energy about

10 kcal mol Õ 1 [26], adsorption through hydrogen bond-
ing exists—centres (2) in � gure 12—with speci� c energy

more than 10 kcal molÕ 1 [27]. Therefore highly aniso-

tropic HOBA molecules, containing a few interactive
parts (1) and (2) separated by the dimer ring, tend to

be strongly adsorbed on a SiO surface. Such alignment

on a substrate implies the presence of some kind of local
anisotropic force in the vicinity of the interface liquid

crystal–substrate.

The second mechanism is expressed by the aniso-
tropic topographical structure ensuring surface elastic

adaptation. This may be the most signi� cant feature of

the obliquely evaporated SiO used here, where semi-
microscopic grooves or columns formed on the � lm

surface with a spatial periodicity of a few hundred AÃ are

believed to be responsible for the uniform monostable
alignment.

Hence the induced local anisotropy due to a � rmlyFigure 11. Scheme of local monodomains above the critical
adsorbed layer of liquid crystal molecules is present ontwist angle V >Vc ; n ¾s , ns —surface directors.
the SiO � lm besides the topographical anisotropy. Thus

using alignment on SiO � lm, we generally take into
a monolayer where the benzene rings are coplanar account the � lm topography simultaneously with the
with the glass plate surface (see � gure 12), maximizing locally induced anisotropy. When both kinds of aniso-
van der Waals adsorption forces acting between the tropy (topographic and locally induced physical–
molecules and the surface. Such a physically adsorbed chemical ) are not correlated the actual ‘easy’ axis must
layer may be mobile and therefore the molecules in it be determined (due to competition) by the compromise

reached between them. The two torque � elds associated
with these kinds of anisotropy participate in the surface

free energy.

We suppose in turn that physical–chemical induced

local anisotropy exists in the ITO/glass case as well as

in the SiO/ITO/glass case and that by the bulk twist we

remove only the surface torque due to the topography
provided by the SiO layer.

3.3. T heoretical analysis

We consider the SME prevention at Vc as an

anchoring breaking (change of the no azimuth from Q# 0
to Q Þ 0) leading to the smectic C layer positional

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the interaction geo-
transformation (which is visualized as a rotation ofmetry between the molecule of HOBA and the SiO/ITO/
the long axis l of the SLM in � gures 9, 2–5) due toglass interface at the cell wall: (1) benzene rings, (2) hydrogen

bonds in the dimer ring (the breaking of the linear domination of the bulk twist torque over the resultant
hydrogen bonds creates additional bonding interaction (between physical–chemical and topographic) surface
between the molecule and the SiO/ITO surface). The dimer

torque.
ring and the benzene rings are coplanar with the SiO/ITO/

In a general case, calling the preferred direction forglass surface xOy. In the general case R 5 C
n
H

2n+1
, where

n is the homologue number; n 5 7 for HOBA. elastic adaptation due to the topography ns and the
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752 M. Petrov and L. Tsonev

direction resulting from the physical–chemical van der According to continuum theory [25], the free energy
per unit area is obtained as the sum of the bulk elasticWaals interaction nv , the surface free energy following
energy fb and the surface anchoring fs as follows:[1, 4] can be expressed as:

f 5 fb 1 fs (3)fs 5 Õ (1/2 )Wel (ns ¯ no )2 Õ (1/2 )Wv (nv ¯ no )2. (1)

where fs (Q) is the azimuthal component of the surface
Here Wel and Wv are the elastic adaptation and van der energy presented by equation (2) and fb is the bulk
Waals anchoring energy coe� cients depending on the elastic energy [25]. Also
nematic–substrate interaction, Wel 5 K22 /L and L is the

fb 5 (K22 /2d ) (Qt )
2 (4)extrapolation length used as a measure of the anchoring

strength [25] (for L < j, where j is the I–N transition where by Qt we denote the actual twist angle which is
correlation length, the anchoring is strong). The com- in� uenced by both the bulk elastic force and the surface
petition between the two kinds of induced surface anchoring force of the liquid crystal. Thus Qt will deviate
anisotropy, the physical–chemical and the topographic, from the angle V chosen by us and assume the angle
provide a resultant ‘easy’ direction where the total between the ‘easy’ axes of the upper and lower plates.
surface energy is minimized [1, 25]. The deviation can be expressed as Q 5 V Õ Qt or Qt 5

We assume that the physical–chemical local induced V Õ Q. We note that V is the angle between the positions
anisotropy is dominant in the zenithal surface energy of the vector no on the two plates of the cell. Thus f
expressed by the polar angle h (� gure 6), while in the reads:
case of a SiO obliquely evaporated layer, the more

f 5 (K22 /2d ) (V Õ Q)2 Õ (1/2 ) (K22 /L ) cos2 Q. (5)sensitive factor to the bulk twist is the azimuthal anchor-

ing expressed more signi� cantly by the topographic Minimizing (5), i.e. solving d f /dQ 5 0, and neglecting
elastic adaptation [28]. Therefore in equation (1) only the higher order of V (V2 ) we obtain the torque balance
the � rst term of the surface anchoring energy fs retained. equation (the torque equilibrium):

The balanced part of the Rapini–Papoular [4] surface
(2K22 /d )(V Õ Q) Õ (K22 /L ) sin 2Q 5 0. (6)

energy is now:

From this equation the surface anchoring strength
fs 5 (Õ 1/2)Wel (no ¯ ns )

2 5 (Õ 1/2)(K22 /L ) cos2 Q (2) Wel 5 K22 /L is expressed as:

Wel 5 2K22 (V Õ Q)/(d sin 2Q) (7)where Q the surface azimuthal angle 5 Qs , thus
expressing the surface azimuthal energy (� gure 6). Due or
to our evaporation conditions, de� ned by the angle of

1/L 5 2(V Õ Q)/(d sin 2Q). (8)evaporation a and the thickness d of the evaporated SiO

layer, we can suppose that the zenithal energy expressed Consequently, from equations (7) and (8 ) it follows that
by h is signi� cantly higher than the azimuthal energy when Q approaches V, Wel tends to zero and, respectively,
expressed by Q [29]. Then the Q angle will be a measure L tends to in� nity and on the contrary, when Q tends to
of the action and the importance of the bulk twist on zero (diminution of the twist), L tends to zero. This
the surface anchoring in our case. Using the polarization behaviour of the parameter L expresses anchoring breaking
microtextural analysis for the SiO/ITO/glass case, as or surface instability observed as SME prevention.
illustrated in � gures 9, 2–5, we analyse the balance Expressing the phenomenon described in terms of
between surface torque and bulk torque. In the cases the SmC texture, this means a transition from a texture
V 5 0–36ß , the topographic and corresponding elastic where the SLM long axes l are oriented along the
adjustment are enough to balance the bulk torque and directions Ô p/4 (for 0 < V < 36 ß , � gure 10) to a texture
to keep the equilibrium between the surface and bulk where these monodomains are oriented with l) no or
forces. l d no (for 70 ß < V < p/2, see � gure 11, which we consider

Thus, when a bulk torque (Cb ) is applied by an as disorder with respect to the case ( l^no ) 5 Ô p/4) and
imposed twist on a planar oriented sample, ns deviates this is not memorized in the nematic phase since the
from no giving rise to an opposite anchoring torque bulk twist prevents the surface memorization, inducing
Cs (ns Õ no ) or C (Q). This can be described by a surface a surface anchoring instability.
anchoring energy fs (ns Õ no ) 5 fs (Q) minimized for ns 5 no Finally, with the experiments presented now, we could
as was mentioned above. An applied twist torque to the only deduce approximate information about the value
surface induces change in the Q value and provides of the component dQ (# 0.4 eV in our case, obtained as
the director n to follow the instantaneous torque the diŒerence between Q measured for SiO/ITO/glass and

ITO/glass coatings—see § 2) of the erasure activationequilibrium.
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753Bulk twist and surface memorization

energy Q. We assume that dQ is due to a pure elastic which means an anchoring breaking (surface instability)
adaptation at the grooved surface imposed by SiO preventing surface memorization. Thus this surface
evaporation. For a more exact calculation of dQ we instability due to the loss of topographical anisotropy
must use a regular holographic grating, where the relief provided by the SiO layer changes the surface conditions
pro� le is regular and the Berreman model [5] enables for growth of the vertical (in our case) smectic layers
calculation of the theoretical pure elastic anchoring. Last indicated by their SLMs with a Ô p/4 angle with respect
but not least, we assume that bulk twist depresses double to the initial orientation corresponding to no . By micro-
electric layer formation which is a decisive component textural polarization analysis we found that the long axis
for stronger surface memorization in the case of a con- (meaning the layer plane direction s) changes its position
ducting surface (such as SiO/ITO/glass), as considered due to the imposed bulk twist from the angle range Ô p/4
here [7, 30]. with the ‘easy’ direction no to one including the angle 0

or Ô p/2 with this direction. Obviously such surface
4. Conclusions instability does not favour the surface memorization. By

Imposing a mechanical counteraction provided by a qualitative analysis of the actions of the resultant surface
a bulk twist, we succeeded in preventing the surface and bulk torques, we found the conditions expressed by
memorization of smectic C textures in the temperature the value of the surface extrapolation length for the surface
range of the nematic phase of 4-n-heptyloxybenzoi c acid anchoring transition. We also estimated the contribution
oriented by an obliquely evaporated SiO layer. In order of the term dQ to the erasure activation energy Q of the
to avoid the erasure action of the thermal energy kB T , surface memorization.
we kept the temperature of the nematic phase constant.
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